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I. Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the verb (future perfect tense) given in the bracket.  

1. David ___________ (finish) his exams by 14th September. 

2. They ___________(leave) the classrooms by the end of the day. 

3. He ___________ (write) the book by the end of this year. 

4. The sun ___________ (rise) before we start out. 

5. The birds ___________ (fly) to the south by winter. 

6. Richard ___________ (received) his package by now. 

7. Shruti and Priya ___________( take) a bus home after the concert. 

8. My sister ___________ (buy) a present for her birthday by 8 o’ clock. 

9. Robin ___________ the Bonsai plants by this evening. (inspect) 

10. The physics teacher ___________ an experiment in the laboratory. (demonstrate)  

 
II. Write the correct preposition on the empty lines: 

1. A little boy ___________ a toboggan, accompanied ___________ his dog, left the house. 

2. His father stood outside ___________ the road. 

3. He set off ___________ the wood. 

4. The wood could be seen ___________ the distance. 

5. He started off downhill ___________ his toboggan ___________ the trees. 

6. The little boy lay stretched out ___________ his face ___________ the snow. 

7. The dog ran off ___________ help. 

8. Soon the dog was scratching ___________ the door ___________ the house. 

9. The father was ___________ his way out ___________ the house. 

10. The dog stood barking ___________ the little boy. 

11. It was easy ___________ the father to find hi little boy.  

12. The boy had hit a tree ___________ his way downhill. 

13. The father reexamined him t find out if anything had  happened ___________ him. 

14. He seemed okay but complained ___________ his leg when his father told him to walk. 

15. The boy had broken his leg and was taken ___________ the hospital ___________ further 

treatment.  
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